Recipients of the PRESS AND JOURNAL CHALLENGE SHIELD/ RNAS AWARD

1971 DOUGLAS CARGILL, COLDSTREAM, LAURENCEKIRK
1972 ALEX D. SIM, RORANDLE, MONYMUSK
1973 ALLAN WILSON, GOSSESLIE, LAURENCEKIRK
1974 JOHN M. BELL, SOUTH TECHMUIRY, FRASERBURGH
1976 HARRY W. EMSLIE, BRAE OF COYNACH, MINTLAW
1977 JAMES CRUICKSHANK, ABERDEEN
1978 ALAN TAYLOR, ORDENS, BANFF
1979 RON WARREN, 127 CRANFORD ROAD, ABERDEEN
1980 DR MALTAINL MACKIE CBE, ABERDEEN
1981 C. DOIG SCOTT, WATERSIDE, NEWBURGH
1982 DR J.W.S. REITH, THE MACAULAY INSTITUTE, ABERDEEN
1984 J.R. MITCHELL, COBURTY, ROSEHEARTY
1985 SYLVESTER CAMPBELL, CAIRNTRADLIN, KINELLAR
1986 GEORGE A.B. ANDERSON, KAIR, FORDOUN
1987 DAVID A. ARGO, TILLYMAUD, UDNY
1988 A. FOWLIE, ADZIEL, STRICHEN
1989 JOHN SORRIE, MIDDLEFIELD, INVERURIE
1990 GEORGE NORRIE, SLACKADALE, TURRIFF
1991 FRASER DURNO, CAIRNBROGIE, OLDMEALDRUM
1992 JOHN A. SLEIGH, WEST FINGASK, OLDMEALDRUM
1993 JACK MADDOX, SAC, CRAIBSTONE
1994 JOHN COLLIE, HILLBRAE, INVERURIE
1995 ALEX R. MANSON, KILBLEAN, OLDMEALDRUM
1996 R.D. MAITLAND, WEST BALHALGARDY, INVERURIE
1997 IAN MARR, CULTECULLEN, UDNY
1998 MIKE KAY, SAC, CRAIBSTONE
1999 DAVID JACK, JACKSTOWN, ROTHIENORMAN
2000 MIKE STEPHEN, GRAMPAN COUNTRY FOOD GROUP
2001 EDWIN J. GILLANDERS, DRUMOAK
2002 JAMES W. ARBUCKLE, DUNECHT
2003 ALFRED J.DUNCAN CBE, BANCHORY.
2004 BRIAN PACK OBE, DAVIOT
2005 PETER CHAPMAN, SOUTH REDBOG, STRICHEN.
2006 DAVID YOUNIE, SAC, ABERDEEN.
2007 JOHN DON MBE, FREEFIELD, INSCH.
2008 DR. STUART J WALE, SAC ABERDEEN
2009 GORDON McKEN, MBE, TD. SCOTTISH PIG PRODUCERS
2010 JOHN ROBINSON, SAC ABERDEEN
2011 IAIN F MATHERS, WARDES, KINTORE
2012 COLIN THOMSON, HARBO, TURRIFF
2013 CHARLIE ADAM, CUSHNIE, ALFORD
2014 JIM BROWN, FETTERCAIRN
2015 GRAHAM BAXTER, HARBO, TURRIFF
2016 DAVE CARNEGIE, D.M CARNEGIE, LAURENCEKIRK
2017 PAT MACHRAY, ANM GROUP
2018 GRAHAM BRUCE, RINGLINK
2019 MALCOLM ALLAN, UPPEMILL FARM, KINTORE
Recipients of the ABERDEEN AND NORTHERN MARTS/ RNAS AWARD

1982 A. BRYCE, D.A.F.S., DAVIOT
1983 R. GREEN, MECHANISATION ADVISER, NOSCA, DYCE
1984 JAMES DUFFUS, FETTERNEAR
1985 JOHN WILSON, N.O.S.C.A., ABERDEEN
1986 TOM GRAY, MILK RECORDS OFFICER, A.D.M.M.B, ABERDEEN
1987 ERIC AND MARY MUTCHE, JOINT SECRETARIES, TURRIFF SHOW
1988 JACK MCCALLUM, ACCOUNTANT, BUCHAN MEAT PRODUCERS LTD, FRASERBURGH
1989 HENRY STIRLING, TECHNICAL ADVISER, NORTH-EASTERN FARMERS
   AND JEAN FINDLAY, MILK OFFICER, G.R.C.
1990 ALEX WRIGHT AND GEORGE ANDERSON, A.N.M. GROUP
1991 ALAN MELDRUM, NFU, BANFF
1992 ANDREW YOUNG, HILLHEAD, BIELDSIDE
1993 WILLIAM ROBERTSON, MID FODERLETTER, TOMINTOUL
1994 JOHN STRACHAN, TULLO FARM, OLDMELDRUM
1995 HUGH BLACK, ADVISER, SAC
1996 SIGURD GARDEN, VETERINARY SURGEON, METHLICK
1997 GRAHAM DALTON, ECONOMIST, SAC
1998 BEN DALKARNO, NFU, BUCHAN
1999 JOHN W. MISKELLY, NFU AND RNAS, THAINSTONE
2000 BILL CLARK, AGRICULTURAL CONTRACTOR, UDNY
2001 DUNCAN FORBES, GRAYS OF FETTERANGUS
2002 JOHN TELFER, ABERDEEN
2003 WILLIAM A. NICOL, OLDMELDRUM
2004 JAMES M. CALDER, HUNTLY
2005 GILBERT SCOTT, ABERLOUR
2006 GEORGE M. SKINNER, STRATHORN, PICTAPE
2007 PATRICK MITCHELL, INVERURIE
2008 ADAM A. JOHNSTONE, DUNNYDEER SMITHY
2009 Dr GERALD P. BANKS, STRICHEN
2010 MARTIN S BIRSE, ELGIN
2011 Dr WILLIAM V HUTCHEON, SAC, MAUD
2012 ALYSON HUNTER, WEDDERBURN, HUNTLY
2013 Dr IAN EDWARDS, ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY
2014 BRUCE FERGUSON, ARDMIDDLE, TURRIFF
2015 MORRICE INNES, NEWMACHAR
2016 ALISON ARGO, WILLOWBANK, LAURENCEKIRK
2017 DAVID BROWN, BURNSIDE OF DIPPLE, FOCHABERS
2018 DAVID SMITH, CLOFFRICKFORD FARM, AUCHNAGATT
2019 GEORGE MEARS, TURRIFF AGRI PARTS LIMITED
Recipients of the RNAS/DAVID ARGO AWARD

2008 ERNEST W. GORDON, ACT TURRIFF
2009 PHILIP REID, ABERDEEN & NORTHERN MARTS
2010 MRS ANNE WYNESS, FYVIE
2011 LAMOND MILNE, SAC THAINSTONE
2012 JIM PETRIE, MACKIES of SCOTLAND, WESTERTOWN
2013 HENRY THOMSON, THOMSONS OF SAUCHEN
2014 IAN HAMILTON, HADDO ESTATE, TARVES
2015 ALAN TAYLOR, ABERDEEN & NORTHERN MARTS, THAINSTONE
2016 GEORGE MCCOMBIE, FEEDMIX LTD
2017 LORNA PATerson, NFU SCOTLAND REGIONAL MANAGER
2018 JAMES BUCKINGHAM, KIRKTOn HOUSE, CULSAŁMOND
2019 GORDON CHRISTIE, BANCHORY SHOW

Recipients of the SAC/RNAS AWARD

2004 JOE WAtSON, THE PRESS AND JOURNAL
2005 ANDREW BOOTH, WESTFIELD, FOVERAN
2006 NICHOLAS G. SCOTT, MILLBUIE, SKENE
2007 JILL CATTO, NETHERLEY, STONEHAVEN
2008 STEWART JOHNSTON, PRINCIPAL AGRI. OFFICER, THAINSTONE
2009 CLAIRE RENNIE, MANSE FARM, PEATHILL, ROSEHEARTY – “Berry Scrumptious”
2010 ROSS MITCHELL, CASTLETON FARM, FORDOUN
2011 GREGOR MACKINTOSH, PETERHEAD – “Mackintosh of Glendaveny Oils”
2012 JOHN WINK, HUNTLY – “John Wink Design”
2013 GARRY RAEBURN, FORBES RAEBURN BUTCHERS, HUNTLY
2014 JANELLE ANDERSON, EASTERTON, OLD RAYNE
2015 WILLIAM WILLIS, GLASGOFOREST, KINELLAR
2016 RACHEL TURNER, PROJECT MANAGER, ROYAL NORTHERN COUNTRYSIDE INITIATIVE
2017 DUNCAN MORRISON, NETHERHILL COTTAGES, CRATHES
2018 STUART DUNCAN, REDHOUSE FARM, TULLYNESSLE
2019 DR JENNA ROSS, TARLAND – Agricultural Researcher